PAC8 QR Ops Token
The PAC8™ QR Ops™ Token is a dedicated High Frequency
(HF) credential designed specifically to use with the new
PAC8™ App-based Door Controller. The QR Token offers
a modern and intuitive method of adding new keyholders
in to the system by using the mobile device’s camera.
New users can be created by scanning the QR placed on
the token with the PAC8 App.
The PAC8 App converts the unique and secure code
to match the token code which ensures traditional QR
scanners are not able to decipher it in the same way.
The QR code is printed on a label on each token which
can be removed at any point if required. Supported by
HF technology this token minimises the risk of cloning,
delivering a functional solution for any premises.
Designed to fit on to a keyring, the PAC8 QR Ops
Token complements any PAC8 system with ease of use
and practicality whilst providing a highly secure and
cost effective access control system. The tokens are
recommended for use with the PAC DS1 HF Mullion
reader and also work in conjunction with any reader from
our GS3 HF range.

Contact our dedicated customer
services team on:
+44 (0) 161 406 3400
To find out how you can start
benefiting from a tailored PAC
security system that accommodates
your business’ requirements.

The PAC8 changes the way we
currently think of managing
access control. It enables mobile
management of systems that
previously required a computer.

PAC8 QR Ops Token Features:
■■ Recommended PAC8 token
■■ Secure QR code for adding into PAC8 system
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■■ Small design to fit onto a keyring
■■ High Frequency technology
■■ 1 year warranty

Part Numbers:
21108 - PAC8 QR Ops™ Token
™

Customer Services:
customerservices@pacgdx.com
+44 (0) 161 406 3400
PAC Access Control, 1 Park Gate Close, Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, SK6 2SZ
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